

**Historical Background**


Kennedy, John F. *A nation of immigrants.* (JV6453.K4 1964)


Reimers, David M. *Still the golden door: the third world comes to America.* (JV6455.R45 1985)


Ungar, Sanford J. *Fresh blood: the new American immigrants.* (JV6455.5 .U54 1995)

**Personal stories**


**Immigrant themes in American fiction**


Cather, Willa. *O pioneers!* (PS3505 .A87 O2 1990)


Mukherjee, Bharati. *Jasmine.* (PR9499.3 M77 J3 1991)


**Juvenile fiction and literature**

Atkin, S. Beth. *Voices from the fields: children of migrant farmworkers tell their stories.* (PZ HV741 .V65 1993)


Pérez, Amada Irma. *My diary from here to there.* (PZ73 .P4654 Mi 2002)


To find more works on the topic, try some of the following subject terms:

- Immigrants – United States
- Children of immigrants
- Social work with immigrants
- Mass media and immigrants
- United States – Emigration and immigration

Also use specific ethnic groups e.g. Mexican Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans, Irish Americans, etc.